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SCREENSHOTS 

Point of Sale

The Point of Sale is a customisable launch screen for 
front desk customer interactions.

Users are empowered to conduct sales, inspect stock, 
query customer details, and log work shifts.

Numerous payment types are accepted including full 
integration with contactless EFTPOS pinpads.

All transactions are fully audited and inventory levels 
are automatically updated in real-time.







































SCREENSHOTS 

Interactions

Which members are using the facility at this very 
moment? 

How far into their workout are they?

The Interactions screen offers an instant snapshot of 
the current usage of the facility. Staff can also 
preview the details of patrons as they pass through 
access gates.

From one convenient screen you can sign-up, renew, 
and transfer memberships as needed.















SCREENSHOTS 

Bookings

The Bookings calendar visualises all venue bookings 
in the upcoming days, months, even years. 

Estimated crowd numbers and weekly runsheets help 
staff properly anticipate busy periods.

Layouts of multipurpose venues are selected as 
needed as customers reserve, pay bonds, and rent 
equipment for functions and events hire.

Automated worklists ensure timely follow-up of 
outstanding invoices and debts.





















SCREENSHOTS 

CoursePro
As a comprehensive course management tool, 
CoursePro both simplifies course co-ordination for 
staff and improves the learning experience for 
customers.

Seamless integration with the Phoenix means 
customer payment and enrolment only takes 
minutes. Patrons can further access their progress 
and enrolment details via the online HomePortal.

Graphical reports detailing joiners, leavers, 
movements, and occupancy provide easy comparison 
against monthly targets. 















SCREENSHOTS 

Inventory

Phoenix offers real-time stock level tracking as 
merchandise is sold at the point of sale.

Each stock type may have distinct stock levels for 
different storage areas between which staff can 
transfer items.

Both suppliers’ details and stock codes are recorded 
in the database so restocking orders can be quickly 
generated without fuss.

Streamlined workflows for goods receipting and 
stocktaking to ensure stock levels stay accurate.













SCREENSHOTS 

Contacts

Well managed and curated customer base is critical 
to business success.

Phoenix provides comprehensive tracking of all 
customers’ historical dealings including sales, 
admissions, bookings, and memberships.

Self-updating SMS and email lists simplify the 
targeting of specific market sections with tailored 
promotional campaigns.













SCREENSHOTS 

Reports

Business decisions and strategies must be based on 
solid data rather than ‘gut feelings’ or imagined 
metrics and trends.

Phoenix delivers in-depth business reports that 
capture clear portraits of the health of the 
organisation; imparting insights not just information.

Easy-to-read charts and itemised drill-downs reveal 
both high-level trends and low-level drivers of 
historical business performance.



























SCREENSHOTS 

Mobile

With the prevalence of mobile devices, everyone 
effectively has a self-service kiosk in their pocket.

Increase the throughput of your business by allowing 
customers to securely book and register online from 
the comfort of their own technology.

Liability waivers and Terms and Conditions 
documents can be signed and archived prior to and 
recalled upon customers’ arrival on the premises.







SCREENSHOTS 

Data Management

Data entry errors are inevitable so Phoenix grants 
mediated access to business data for inspection and 
repair of incorrect records.

All access is safeguarded and audited so database 
integrity is never compromised.

Through the Data Management portal, rapidly drill 
down into the gritty details of every transaction and 
forensically determine what needs to be adjusted or 
reconfigured.











SCREENSHOTS 

Forge Platform

Enterprise systems  are only as reliable as the 
foundation upon which they are built. The Forge 
platform provides Phoenix with robust and high 
throughput architecture to address multi-site multi-
user business needs.

Capabilities implicit to Forge include fully automated 
database transaction auditing, document archiving 
and revision control, instant messaging, global text-
search, user permissions management, feature 
licencing; and in-built terminology glossary.
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